**DEFAULT CONTROLS**

### Selection
- Left mouse click: Select a Clone
- , (comma): Move Clone Selection Left
- . (period): Move Clone Selection Right
- Middle mouse spin: Move Selection Left/Right
- (arrow keys): Light Clone Controls

### Machines
- (arrow keys): Hoverboard Controls
- (arrow keys): Blaster Aim
- L: Blaster Shoot
- End: Exit Hoverboard/Blaster

### Special
- Enter: Chat Mode (Multiplayer)
- Y: Quantum Time
- Z: Super Nova
- Left Ctrl: Hide Own Team
- Left Shift: Hide Other Team
- 3 + G: Show Clone Count @ cursor
- Tab: Show Mini Map
- H (Singleplayer): Show Hint
- Spacebar (Singleplayer): Toggle Quick Time
- F5 then 1-4 keys (Singleplayer): Save a Checkpoint
- F9 then 1-4 keys (Singleplayer): Load Saved Checkpoint
- PrtSc: Screen Shot
- Alt + F4: Exit Clones
- Pause or P: Pause Game
- U: Freeze Time

### Camera
- Hold right button: Pan
- Page Up: Zoom In
- Page Down: Zoom Out
- M: CloneMaster Battle View
- F2: Toggle Follow Clone
- \ (backslash): Toggle Fullscreen
- Home: Default Zoom
Game Screen

Qdots
How many you have collected.

Exit

Active Clones

Remaining Clones

Start Point
The number of Clones that will spawn is displayed.

Menu

Qdot

Pause

Speed

Restart

Set Checkpoint

Zoom

Gravities

Show map

Hide Clones

Clone Count

Morphs
Go Super Nova
Explodes all remaining Clones.

Quantum Time
Preview a Clone's movement.

Decorations
Dress up the Clones.

Stamps
Paints a graphic on the land.

Customize your default controls by selecting Options in the Main Menu.
Visit our homepage: clonesgame.com

Join us on our forum: forums.clonesgame.com

Keep updated on Clones at our blog: clonesgame.com/blog

Watch videos on the Clones Game Channel at YouTube: youtube.com/user/ClonesGame

Become a fan on Facebook: facebook.com/pages/Clones-Game/62460349786

Follow Clones on Twitter @clonesgame twitter.com/clonesgame

clonesgame.com
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